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Isotopes are useful tracer in cosmo- and geo-chemistry to determine origin and circulation of elements
in nature. Environmental changes shift isotope ratios of individual chemical phases and the variations
often fixed in growing minerals. Therefore decoding of isotopic zonings of minerals is useful to study
historical environmental variations. Because minerals are typically mm-sizes, it is necessary to use
microscopy to image such zoning. However, isotope-microscopy had not been established for this
purpose because isotope variations in nature are very small (usually less than % order). Recently
several technical developments of secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) are tried to achieve this
analysis.

One state-of-the-art approach for the isotope-microscopy is use of scanning of focused ion beam.
About 100 nm lateral resolution with a precision of 5 to 10 % level for oxygen isotope ratios on a
~10 µm × 10 µm sample field has been achieved by a Cameca Nano-SIMS apparatus [1]. The
precision and the analyzed field should be complementary in a limited analytical time because
secondary ion intensities per pixel are less than Mega-cps due to the fine focused primary beam,
which determine the lateral resolution. Another approach is use of stigmatic ion optics with two-
dimensional detector. About 1 µm lateral resolution with a precision of 0.5 to 1 % level for oxygen
isotope ratios on a ~70 × 70 µm sample field has been achieved by a Cameca ims-1270 apparatus
attached with SCAPS detector [2]. In the latter case, the lateral resolution and the precision are
limited by aberrations of the optics and primary beam density of the analyzed field, respectively.
The analyzed field is limited by optics configuration. Therefore, the scanning method has advantages
in high lateral resolution isotope-microscopy of small area, whereas the stigmatic method is in high
precision isotope-microscopy of wide area. In this talk we introduce a stigmatic isotope-microscopy
developed in our laboratory.

Since stigmatic ion optics was realized [3], two-dimensional ion detector for quantitative imaging is
highly demanded. SCAPS is a high-efficiency stacked CMOS-type active pixel sensor, which has
several advantages over conventional two-dimensional detection systems including wide dynamic
range, no insensitive period, direct detection of charged particles and constant ion-detection
sensitivities from H to U [4]. Hence SCAPS can measure high ion flux with an accuracy of the
statistical error and with detection limit corresponding to 3 incident ions [5]. The detector is
equipped with Cameca ims-1270 ion microscope as an isotope microscope system [2]. Using the
isotope microscope system, presolar silicate grains have been firstly identified in meteorites by in-
situ analysis (Fig. 1) and oxygen isotopic exchange process in the early solar system has been firstly
visualized from the meteorite (Fig. 2).
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FIG. 1.  Corresponding images of backscattered electrons, secondary ion ratio (28Si/16O), and oxygen
isotopograph (δ17O and δ18O) of matrices of Acfer 094. The lateral resolution of the isotopographs is
~1µm. From [6].

FIG. 2. Corresponding images of backscattered electrons and oxygen isotopograph (δ18O) of an area
containing anorthite #B. Yellow curves indicate outline of anorthite #B grain. Craters of SIMS
analyses are observed in the backscattered electron image. Abbreviations: sp = spinel, mel = meliilite,
an = anorthite, fas = fassaite, and alt = alteration products. From [7].
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